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AfriNEAD Conference tackles
disability and inclusion

AfriNEAD President
Professor Mji.

Western Cape Provincial Government
Premier Helen Zille.

Asantehene and Chancellor of KNUST His Royal Majesty Otumfuo Osei
Tutu II.
Kimasu, Ghana – The Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (KNUST)
College of Health Sciences in partnership with the African Network for Evidence-to-Action
in Disability (AfriNEAD) and Stellenbosch University hosted an international conference from
the 7th to the 9th of August 2017 under the theme, “Disability and Inclusion in Africa: The role
of Assistive Technology.”
The joint conference attracted the academia, civil society, government officials and
disability organisations from Sub Saharan Africa, Europe and America – all of them making
submissions and presentations of how assistive technology and digital disruptions were
advancing and enabling inclusive participation of persons with disabilities in socio-economic
platforms.
Representing the President of Ghana as the Guest of Honour was the Minister for Gender,
Children and Social Protection, Honourable Otiko Afisah Djaba who remarked, “Locally and
internationally, laws and statutes make provision for disability inclusion; the Ghana Disability
Law Act 715, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disability
(UNRCPD) and the Sustainable Development Goal 4 all putting emphasis on inclusion as a
prerequisite to equality and justice.”
“In Africa, the inclusion of persons with disability has been somewhat slow although a lot
of strides have been made - the progress, admittedly, has not matched the talk and the good
intentions.
“Nonetheless, the Government of Ghana, through my Ministry remains committed
to ensuring the full inclusion and active participation of persons with disabilities,” added
Honourable Djaba.
Speaking on the progress of disability inclusion in South Africa, the Premier of the Western
Cape Province, Cape Town, Helen Zille, applauded South Africa for ratifying the UNCRPD in
2007 but lamented the slow progress from intention to action.

The Minister for Gender, Children
and Social Protection, Hon. Otiko
Afisah Djaba.

SAFOD President Mussa Chiwaula.

The Asantehene and Chancellor of KNUST, His Royal Majesty Otumfuo Osei Tutu II,
concurred with Mrs Helen Zille on the slow progress of actioning the statutes of the UNCRPD
in Ghana’s case but noted on the formulation of the Persons with Disability Act 715, (2006)
which was undergoing an overhaul by stakeholders to ensure that it was compatible with the
statutes.
His Royal Majesty noted the importance of the role played by traditional leaders and
authorities in ensuring that the engagement for inclusion started at community and grassroots
levels.
The President of AfriNEAD, a South African based organisation that advocates for the
translation of disability research evidence into action that assists in the upliftment of the lives
of persons with disability in Africa, Professor Mji, expressed her joy on the tabling of the
conference by the various institutions and organisations because its theme “emerged from an
understanding of the need to create inclusive environments for future generations.”
Scholars and various attendees held plenary sessions which focused on many issues that
affected persons with disability and good practises and case studies submitted on successes
happening on the continent and beyond.
The southern part of the African continent was well represented by the Southern Africa
Federation for the Disabled (SAFOD) Secretariat which brought its President and the
Chairperson, Mr Mussa Chiwaula and Mrs Rachel Kachaje respectively.
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Digital Media Training
for blind students
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KZNBDS staff and the learners
The KwaZulu Natal Blind and Deaf Society (KZNBDS) recently had twenty of their
members undertake a digital media training course at their head office in Durban.
The digital training is an initiative from Media24 under the platform called WeCan24
- a mobile based digital school and youth news network developed by Media24 helping
youth to be citizen journalists.
“We started last year to focus on blind and visually impaired learners from the Cape
Town Society for the Blind and five candidates from KZNBDS as a pilot, “said Tina Thiart,
from the NPO Network, one of the training partners of the project.
“There is an opportunity for these learners to utilise voice notes to make podcasts and
tell their stories,” Tina added.
The one day crash course equiped the learners with basic elements of using visual
media, recording sound, conducting and handling interviews.
Wecan24 aims to attract the diversified voice from schools as well as the youth for a
wide readership on its digital platform.
“I did the initial training last year but nothing happened after that,” mentioned Siyabonga
Vilakazi, one of the five KZNBDS members that took part in the training last year.
“I’m glad that I’m again part of this project and have been signed up to on the platform
to contribute and for my voice to be heard. I have so much to talk about on the needs of
blind people and their exclusion from socio-economic platforms,” added Vilakazi.
The training was done at the KZNBDS Media centre which was recently renovated
and painted by volunteering students from the University of KwaZulu Natal on Mandela
Day. The students took time to come to the training to meet digital media learners and to
describe the murals they painted on the walls.
The training was a jointly done by Wecan24 training partners; the NPO Network,
Clothes to Cash Exchange and THISABILITY NEWSPAPER.
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Toki Mohoto; he is a social commentator, author, developmental specialist, human rights
activist and community developer. He has written and self-published 3 books titled; Muthi
Wami; Father, Hear My Cry and Shhh! We Don’t Call it Abuse.
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Michael Proctor-Packer

When disability
makes you stronger

Guy Crankshaw

Quick meals
for you!

“Never let your disability hold you back from achieving your goals”

By Thabiso Molopo

Access A Meal is a quick meal that was created by Guy Crankshaw
to make sure that persons with disability who miss their meals will at
least have something to eat on a daily basis.
Guy, who himself is an amputee says he realised that many persons with disabilities who live
independently skipped their meals and that was not good for them.
“I did a research and I found that many persons with disability especially those on
wheelchairs skipped their meals and they end up lacking nutrition in their bodies by not eating
right. I was also struggling when I had to make meals at my place after my leg was amputated”
said Guy.
“I had cancer and the doctors told me that if they don’t amputate my leg I will eventually
die. I was stressed before I got my leg amputated but when I saw other persons who were
living a good life and didn’t have legs, I got better,” Crankshaw continued and praised the
hospital that helped him.
“My leg was amputated at Charlotte Maxeke - a government hospital where normally
people have bad things to say about service but they did a great job and they were very
professional.”
Crankshaw’s idea is also endorsed by the QuadPara Association of South Africa (QASA).
One of the people who eat Access A Meal is Freddy Ntumba. The 35 year old was involved in
a motorbike accident 2008 and sustained SCI C6.
“I have been using Access a Meal for 1 month and a half and I am enjoying the chocolate
flavour so much. It helps me to keep a good diet as I was skipping meals, mostly breakfast,
due to lack of time, “said Freddy.
Guy also runs an organisation called
Live without Limits that aims to raise
funds for persons who lost their limbs
and cannot afford the prosthetics.

This is the view of Michael Proctor-Packer, who, on June 12, 1983, went to his part-time job
at a Middelburg butchery in Mpumalanga to make some pocket money.
Around 8am, he slipped and his right hand entered a mechanical mincing machine and
was crushed up to the wrist. Later that day the hand was amputated.
“I found new ways of doing that required the use of both hands,” says Michael, who is
grateful for this family’s support and assistance. This enabled him to do his chores and sport
activities such as swimming, ring ball, karate, squash and soccer for the Middelburg Club.
This earned him respect from his peers and friends to be viewed and treated as an equal, he
says.
Michael was able to complete two years of national service and pursued a career as a
furnace operator. While he worked as an operator, Michael completed a diploma in import
and export management with UNISA. In 2009, he completed his second diploma in marketing
management, also with UNISA.
Now aged 50, Michael is married with two children and is working as a commercial sales
manager. He says that he would not change anything because he believes that the hurdle that
he had to cross has made him a considerate, strong and goal-orientated person.
According to Statistics SA, Mpumalanga, the province where Michael resides, has 205
280 of persons with disability which is 7% of the province’s population. Out of that 57 373
have had no school experience and only 5 602 have a higher education. Michael says that
every day has its own challenges, from getting up in the morning to hitting a nail into wood.
He is able to overcome the challenges with hard work, dedication and the love of God that
guides him daily.

Autism awareness talk held

Call Guy Crankshaw
for more information:

Cell:082 590 8982

By Sihle Khumalo
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“I care about
this centre”
Gogo Emma

By Thabiso Molopo
Gogo Emma Mbokane runs Zenzeleni
Stimulation Centre in Siyabuswa B,
Mpumalanga where they take care and
teach 38 persons with disability from
Monday to Friday.
The centre, which Gogo started alone in
1997 at her house has 3 rooms at the moment;
one for office use, the other for classes and
the other one is the kitchen. Emma said her
granddaughter was disabled, which is how the
passion started.
“My granddaughter had a disability - it
was very difficult to look after her and I ended
up taking her to a centre in Bronkhorspruit.
Unfortunately she passed on while she was
at the centre because she got really ill. That
affected me a lot and saw the need to start
the stimulation centre so that I look after the
disabled kids in the community,” said gogo
Emma.
Gogo explained that they need financial
assistance in order to expand their building.

Disability
Etiquette
By Thuthula Sodumo

Many people are not familiar with disability and this makes it hard for them to relate and
interact with people with disabilities.
Disability is not a one size fits all. Some disabilities are not visible - such as mental
disabilities. It is an individual issue so when assisting someone you must always keep
that in mind.
Some people are concerned that they may offend or approach
people with disabilities inappropriately and that may result in a
misunderstanding. There are dos and don’ts on how to approach
people with disabilities.The first don’t is not to assume that you
know what is best for a person with a disability.
“I have been working in the rehabilitation and physical disability
field for over 25 years and I have learned to really listen to my
clients,” says Clare Hubbard, an occupational therapist based in
Port Elizabeth in the Eastern Cape.
“Their lived experience of a situation and their difficulties
are unique to them, and if a therapist imposes what they think
the person wants, it often does not meet the clients’ own needs
at that time. I believe that the client is an expert in ‘themselves’,
in their occupations which make them unique, and often they
have enormous capacity for solutions, even when they have few
resources, but just need the therapist to facilitate and support their action,” Hubbard
says.The first rule is to never assume anything.
Ask before you help. Just because someone has a disability, do not assume they
need help. Some people want to be treated as independent people.
When help has been accepted, wait for instructions on how to assist.
“I have had people try and help and I would tell them not to touch me in a certain way
and they would do it anyway and tell me how they know someone like me and how they
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“We basically have one room that we use
with the kids and they are a lot of them. When
it rains we have to try and fit all of them in one
room. We can’t take any more kids because
we have a limited space and there are so
many kids that want to come here,” said the
worried gogo.
Gogo also said most of the kids are from
disadvantaged families.
“Some of the kids depend on their grants,
they pay for their own transport to get them
here and some are orphans. Two of the
students said they really value the centre and
they are looking after them very well.
Ofentse Mohosetsi, 13 years old, who
is partially blind, spoke of how he loves the
centre.
“My parents divorced and now my mother
works as cleaner in Pretoria. I came to the
centre to learn and I love being here, at least
it keeps me busy” said the young boy from
Siyabuswa.
Gogo is not running the centre alone
though, there are other six women who help
her on daily basis to make sure everything
goes well.
“Anyone who can help us financially can
contact me, we are really desperate now,”
concluded Gogo Emma.

help them this way,” says Andiswa Maselana, a 32-year-old who suffers from muscular
dystrophy. Because of the severity of the disease she cannot transfer herself in and out
of her wheelchair so she needs help.
“People think when they see one person with a disability then it means they’ve seen
them all. Sometimes you feel like they are touching you inappropriately on purpose because really, when you are helping lift someone up, how does your hand find their
private parts? The comments they make as they are helping also make you feel bad about
your situation,” says Maselana.
Not all disabilities are visible. Chances are, you will not even notice that a person has
a disability.
When assisting a person with a hearing impairment, for example, let them establish
how they want to communicate – lip reading, sign language or writing down notes. Always
talk directly to the person even when the interpreter is present. Always try and simplify
your sentences so they can lip read. They can also read your body language and facial
expressions. There is absolutely no reason to shout or make dramatic gestures. Shouting
distorts your words.
Some people with visual impairments need to be guided in order to manoeuvre some
places. Please do not just grab them and pull them to wherever they need to go. Allow
them to take your arm, and then guide them. Do not rush as they need to familiarise
themselves with the envornment.
It is often difficult to notice that a person has a mental or intellectual disability. As you
interact with an individual and notice the strange behaviour that may be disability related,
act graciously and think before you speak and act. Try to be as precise as possible when
communicating .Give them a chance to show or tell you what they
want. Stay focused on them as they try to communicate with you.
When assisting people with disabilities that affect their speech,
always show patience and understanding as it might be difficult to
understand them.
“I always meet people who see me as normal on first glance
but as soon as I start talking they always lose interest because of
my slurred speech,” says Abongile Mbangi, a 30-year-old who has
dyskinetic cerebral palsy.
“Some would look down on their watches as if they are timing me.
Sometimes they just nod and I can tell they do not understand a word I
am saying. Then they do the worst and finish sentences for me. I hate
that, it has caused me to fear communicating with anyone I haven’t
known for too long,” Mbangi says.
The most important thing is to treat people as individuals and as
human beings.
Respect their wishes at all times. Should you offer to assist and your offer is refused,
do not take it personally. Independence means a great deal to people with disabilities.
These are informal guidelines that have been developed in the disabled community over
the years. If you are unsure on what to do and scared to directly ask the person with
a disability, you can check the internet and visit some NGOs that deal with people with
disabilities.
The best way though, is ask the individual. Remember, mindfulness matters.

The most
important thing
is to treat people
as individuals
and as human
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Students with disabilities
disadvantaged at higher
education level
By Marelise van der Merwe

It has been widely reported that at school level,
children with disabilities face serious barriers to
accessing education. But at tertiary level the picture
isn’t much better, with 80% of potential students with
disabilities not attending a tertiary institution. It may be
time to get a lot more creative in promoting inclusivity.
If tertiary education is to become more accessible to students with disabilities, it’s time to
go back to the drawing board, say activists and innovators. It’s a familiar story – the policy
is in place, but the execution has a long way to go.
The first problem: barriers to entry. The second problem: upon entry, individual needs
are misunderstood.
“Inclusive education is a right for people with disabilities, particularly in South Africa,
get to university and there are hundreds of you and nobody cares about you. If you don’t
because of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities,” says Silomo
have the necessary survival skills it is very hard. You are in a residence, you have never
Khumalo, disability activist, former legal researcher at Section27, and current clerk at the
cooked, ironed, made your bed by yourself, and you must do these things on top of the
Constitutional Court. “Regardless of the disability, those notions that there are people who
struggles with your academic work, all without the necessary support. You feel useless,
cannot learn must go away. Every person is entitled to learning, so that they can have a
like you want to quit.” Depression, drug abuse and dropping out are all risks, he added.
sense of worth and meaningful participation in society.”
Lynette Barkhuysen, Programme Manager at Senecio – which supports people with
Khumalo, one of Mail & Guardian’s top 200 Young South Africans, has been blind since
disabilities – says it’s necessary to reduce stigma, and to build on supportive technologies,
the age of nine. He was on the team of Section27 activists who visited 22 of South Africa’s
whether in teaching materials or building design. “For example, a blind student would
schools for visually impaired learners, which resulted in a damning report on the country’s
focus on other senses and would therefore require other teaching methods and different
facilities for children with disabilities.
technologies,” says Barkhuysen.
South Africa signed and ratified the Convention on the Rights of Persons with
In this area, students may soon see movement: learning management system
Disabilities in 2007. It is one of few countries to have done so. But 10 years later, inclusive
developers Blackboard have brought Ally to South Africa, which makes its appearance
tertiary education remains out of reach for many.
at the Eiffel Corp Innovation Summit this week. Ally is an electronic tool for making digital
According to Stats SA, 80% of disabled people aged 20-24 are not attending tertiary
course content accessible for students with disabilities, making blended learning easier and
education. Put another way, around 7.5% of South Africans have a disability. Yet the
cutting out the need for manual scanning and conversion, says Eiffel Corp’s Commercial
number of disabled students at tertiary institutions is far from representative: just 1%.
Director, Stefan Du Plessis. The aim, he told Daily Maverick, is to make learning materials
Many face multiple barriers. Stats SA has revealed clear
instantly accessible for students, who can use it to convert digital
divides across population groups, with attendance being
materials into accessible formats.
highest among white respondents and lowest among black
“Legally, students with various forms of physical or mental
“Inclusive education is
respondents. Almost four times as many white respondents
challenges have certain protection under the Constitution, but many
achieved higher levels of education than other groups. Female
institutions are unaware if they meet these legal requirements,” he
a right for people with
students, too, are disadvantaged.
says.
Daily Maverick previously reported that half-a-million
“Globally there is a lack of awareness on what and how
disabilities, particularly
children with disabilities were shut out of the education
instructors are expected to make their course material accessible.
system. Exclusion, however, extends beyond childhood, with
There’s also a perceived lack of guidance on how they can improve
in South Africa, because
disproportionately few people with disabilities graduating,
the accessibility of their course content. While most institutions will
and low absorption into the labour market.
do things like organise accessibility training, dedicate sections of
of the Convention on the
Among people with “severe difficulties”, just 5.3% attained
the website to how to create more accessible course content, those
higher education and nearly 24% had no education at all.
things tend to be very disconnected from the instructor’s existing
Rights of Persons with
There are no higher education special education facilities
workflows and the systems they use to create and share their
in South Africa, and academic content is seldom prepared with
content,” he added.
Disabilities,”
accessibility for disabled students in mind.
Dr Anlia Pretorius, Head of the Disability Rights Unit at Wits
“There is no legislation that specifically looks at disability
and
Chairperson of the Higher and Further Education Services
Silomo Khumalo,
issues in South African higher education, and data on disabled
Association (HEDSA), says there are also amendments to legislation
students is thin,” reasons scholar Oliver Mutanga, whose
under way. She argues that South Africa has made significant strides
research on inclusivity at tertiary institutions found that despite attempts at transformation
already, although there is still work to be done. “The post-school education system in
at some universities, disabled students often still felt excluded and disadvantaged – and,
South Africa has come a long way in eliminating barriers that kept people apart, and it is
moreover, that the concept of “inclusion” was often simply misunderstood.
with great appreciation that we can say that in most instances, students with disabilities
“Proper inclusion implies multidimensional support that is financial, social and
are no longer excluded from the mainstream post-school life and are given the opportunity
academic, and must be supported by policies. It is not enough to regard physical access
to showcase their academic potential,” she said earlier this year. “This does, however,
and the presence of students with disabilities as inclusive,” argues Mutanga. “My research
not mean that we have arrived in Nirvana. There are still many mountains to climb and
showed that very few students with disabilities feel included.”
obstacles to clear.” Particularly, the TVET sector needed work, she added.
A further problem, adds Mutanga, is that students with disabilities “are lumped together
Wits was one of the first universities in the country to establish a Disability Rights unit
as a homogeneous group”.
and the number of students with disabilities at the university is increasing every year,
Khumalo cites a frequent gap between theory and practice, noting “very wonderful”
Pretorius told Daily Maverick.
policies on supporting students with disabilities that may disintegrate on the ground due to
Pretorius agrees that understanding students’ needs better is paramount. To achieve
lack of resources or a poor understanding of what is really needed.
this at Wits, the university conducts surveys to see where services could be improved.
For Khumalo, the biggest challenge at university was access to learning materials. He
There are also policy improvements under way, she stresses. “On national level we
recalls long waiting periods for adapted learning materials, which meant lagging behind
have the SA Constitution, the UN Convention, and closer to home the White Paper for
on projects or essays, as well as challenges in getting around the physical environment.
Post School Education and Training (2013) where Chapter 6 deals with disability,” she
“These challenges impact your academic record,” says Khumalo.
explains. “The White Paper mentioned the need to develop a Strategic Policy Framework.
In Khumalo’s case, he had access to a Disability Unit, but limited resources meant that
There was a Ministerial Task Team who worked on this, and as I understood it, [this] is
in practice, this was not as effective as intended. “Universities are institutions of higher
in its final stages of being rolled out by the DHET.” Pretorius was the chairperson of the
learning, so they do understand the issues of inclusive learning,” Khumalo observes. “The
Ministerial Committee, which handed over its report in 2016 for the DHET to develop fully
question is how effective, resourced and well-supported [they are] in supporting students.”
into a policy framework. “This will go a long way to set standard and norms and ensure that
Many universities have such units and support systems, he says, which may assist with,
students with disabilities are fully supported and integrated into the post-school sector,”
for example, scanning materials or editing. Although Disability Units themselves may be
she added.
trying their best, says Khumalo, budgetary constraints or a shortage of staff may mean that
It’s important to realise that change will not happen overnight, adds Khumalo, and
the assistants are flooded with requests at one time, meaning they simply cannot get to
that this is no reason to give up on fighting for it. “It is a societal issue, and we must ask
everybody’s requests fast enough. “You may only receive your materials that you needed
whether policies are actually being implemented. But we cannot expect society to change
at the start of the year in April or May,” explains Khumalo, “so you may just be going to
overnight,” he says. “People with disabilities have been excluded for years. It is only
lectures and listening, without any material.”
recent, the notion of inclusivity. We cannot expect communities to change immediately,
even though we recognise that of course there has to be change.”

What’s needed?

“I would like to see a smoother transition for learners from school to tertiary level,” Khumalo
told Daily Maverick. “The biggest problem is that often the student was at special school.
You have your teachers, just a few in the class, receive individual attention, and then you

Article previously published in Daily Maverick
Photo by Alexandre Duret-Lutz via Flickr.
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PUBLIC HEARINGS ON THE COPYRIGHT AMENDMENT BILL

The gift of empowering blind, visually impaired and otherwise print disable persons in South Africa
This submission is made to endorse the written submission made on 30 June 2017 focusing particularly on Section 19D, exceptions
and limitations for blind, visually impaired and other persons with print disability. The presentation concentrates on the impact
of not having exceptions and limitations, the challenges and positive outcomes for our communities by South Africa ratifying the
Marrakesh Treaty and the enactment of the Copyright Bill.

Right To Read Coalition

The Right To Read Coalition was set up in 2009 by the SA National Council for the Blind with
representation from the blindness sector, disability sector, libraries, universities, academics
and IP experts. Several advocacy workshops, submissions to the Copyright Commission,
IP Policy and campaigns at WIPO were held.
This submission is made by:SA National Council for the Blind
A National DPO established in 1929 with over 100 member organisations
Blind SA
A National DPO established in 1946 with 30 member organisations
SA Disability Alliance
An alliance of 19 National DPOs, Service Providers, Parents Organisations
and Professional Associations
African Union of the Blind
Established under resolution of the OAU and represented in 54 African countries.
World Blind Union
An International Union of 192 countries.

The Book Famine

The world’s population and the South African citizens had access to printed reading materials
for centuries. Access to books provided an opportunity for knowledge and information
especially literacy, education and skills thereby ensuring employment and the benefits of
economic, social, cultural and civic life.
Blind, visually impaired and persons with print disability on the other-hand were faced
with the opposite, the “Book Famine” or the”Book Apartheid”.
The WBU estimates that less than 5% of published works is available in the developed
world and this figure is approximately 1% in developing countries. In South Africa the
situation is even bleaker with approximately 0.5% of published works available in an
accessible format. The majority of these are in English with limited copies in Afrikaans and
even fewer in the African languages. Many of these books published in an accessible format
are reproduced by NGOs like Blind SA, Pioneer Printers and SA Library for the Blind.
The challenges these publishing houses experience include:Delays in obtaining licence to convert the books into an accessible format
Books needing to be data typed and proofread
Additional time and high costs for production
Utilisation of developmental funds for production instead of community development
and empowerment of individuals
Many publishers have been reluctant to provide books in electronic format to producers of
material in accessible formats. When publishers do not provide producers of accessible
formats with electronic copies of books, data typists at such production houses have to
capture the text from the published hardcopy, a long and tedious process which is prone to
errors. After conversion the converted document is proofread twice by proofreading teams
of two people. To convert an average novel in this manner could thus take about 26 days.
A team of 5 people would be required for this process. To produce a master copy using
this process would cost around R28 000.00 and if the producers received an accessible
electronic file the cost could be reduced to R12 000.00 for the same book.

Statistics of persons who are blind and visually impaired

According to STATS SA (2011) approximately 11 % of South Africans have visual impairment.
The prevalence of sight disability in SA is the highest of all disabilities – 32% with 80%
residing in rural areas and 97% are unemployed.
Over 288 million people around the world are Blind and visually impaired.

Impact on the community

The Copyright Act of 1979 lacked adequate provisions of exceptions and limitation to
provide access for blind, visually impaired and other persons with print disability and it can
be attributed to:Very little access to published works in an accessible format
Low levels of literacy and access to quality education
High levels of unemployment and poverty
Blind readers’ access to local, national and international libraries of books in accessible
formats is severely restricted due to importation and exportation limitations.
There are various international online library services to which blind people can subscribe
to gain access to hundreds of thousands of accessible books in electronic formats. Such
libraries include Bookshare and the National Library Service in the USA and Vision Australia
and others.
Blind persons from countries with restrictive copyright legislation or which have not
ratified the Marrakesh Treaty, either do not have access to these libraries or have access to
only a restricted portion of the material in those libraries.

The spirit of Marrakesh is captured by:-

The inclusion of blind, visually impaired and otherwise print disable persons as
beneficiary and users identified as an important key stakeholder
The separation of exceptions and limitations for the blind, visually impaired and
otherwise print disable persons
The acknowledgement and cooperation of publishers and rights holders to facilitate
the access of published works in an accessible format

Provisions of the Marrakesh Treaty
The important provisions of the Marrakesh Treaty includes:Defining the beneficiary group to include blind, visually impaired and print
disable persons
Accessible formats to mean braille, audio, large print, daisy and e-copy formats that
can be used by the beneficiaries
The published works being available in an accessible format at the same time
as the original printed works
Publishers and right holders encouraged to produce their published works in
an accessible format for use by beneficiaries
Copyright exceptions and limitations available to non profit organisations that
reproduce these published works in an accessible format for beneficiaries
The circumvention of Technical Protective Measures to allow for accessibility
of the published works to beneficiaries
The cross border exchange-importation and exportation of published works which
is in an accessible format

Realisation of the NDP

The ratification of the Marrakesh Treaty and enactment of the Copyright Bill will lead to the
accelerated realisation of nine of the NDP outcomes and create a better life for all South
Africans including blind, visually impaired and otherwise print disable persons.
NDP Outcome 1: Improved quality of basic education
NDP Outcome 4: Decent employment through inclusive economic growth
NDP Outcome 5: A skilled and capable workforce to support an inclusive growth path
NDP Outcome 6: An efficient, competitive and responsive economic network
NDP Outcome 7: Vibrant, equitable and sustainable rural communities with
food security for all
NDP Outcome 8: Sustainable human settlement and improved quality of household life
NDP Outcome 11: Create a better South Africa and contribute to a better and
safer Africa and the World
NDP Outcome 13: Social Protection
NDP Outcome 14: Nation building and social cohesion

What South Africa must do

One of the international instruments that provided the enabling environment for the
Marrakesh Treaty was the UN Convention on the rights of persons with disability (CRPD)
in 2006. South Africa also played a leading role with this treaty and ratified it in 2007 with
the optional protocol. Article 4: General obligations; Article 30: Participation in cultural life,
recreation, leisure and sport; Article 32: International cooperation; Article 33: National
implementation and monitoring, specifically provided access to published works in an
accessible format and makes it imperative for State Parties, in our case, the South African
Government to ratify the Marrakesh Treaty and domesticate it by enacting the Copyright Bill,
which is on the Parliamentary calendar.
In addition, all legislation will need to be harmonised, implementation of programme
of action, setting up of Authorised Entities, preparing the systems, content development,
production guidelines and an opportunity of eliminating the book famine.
Chairperson, we are aware that there may be certain sections of the Copyright Bill which
there are contestation by certain stakeholders. Our advocacy from the perspective of blind,
visually impaired and otherwise print disable persons is not to delay the passage of the Bill
and if it is absolutely necessary then to delink the recommendation by The Department of
Trade and Industries of only ratifying the Marrakesh Treaty once the Bill is enacted. The
UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disability was ratified by South Africa in 2007
and the White Paper on the Rights of Persons with Disability was approved by Parliament
in December 2015.

Conclusion

After many years of negotiations the exceptions and limitations for our sector is now before
you in the Copyright Bill and the Marrakesh Treaty. We therefore urge you as custodians
of our legislature to enact the Copyright Bill and ratify the Marrakesh Treaty without delay.
Our appreciation is acknowledged to all the stakeholders responsible for work
undertaken.
Remember the KEY IS IN YOUR HANDS - the gift of empowering blind, visually impaired
and otherwise print disable persons in South Africa.

Miracle of Marrakesh

The Africa Group, particularly the South African Government played a significant role in
advancing the access of published works in an accessible format for blind, visually and
otherwise print disable persons during the negotiations at WIPO since 2009 until the
adoption of the Marrakesh Treaty on 27 June 2013 in Marrakesh, Morocco.
The Treaty came into force on 30 September 2016. Currently there are 30 countries
that have ratified and there are 6 countries in Africa.

Thanking You
Jace Nair
CEO: Blind SA
Chairperson: SANCB Copyright and Marrakesh Committee
Chairperson: Africa Marrakesh Treaty Committee
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Demystifying
Disability

As an inspirational speaker, author and workshop facilitator
Lois speaks openly about the reality of being blind and inspires
her audience to see their own lives in a different way, allowing
them to reach beyond their challenges to success.
Through her combination of practical techniques and
entertaining and compelling storytelling, Lois’s audiences will:

• Gain deeper understanding of how the visually impaired
accomplish everyday tasks.

• Be inspired to see their world and their challenges in
a different way.

• Learn simple techniques to face and overcome their
work and challenges.

• Understand how to integrate someone with a disability
into a team, workforce or community.

‘‘ Lois is a breath of fresh air,
she is a show stopper
and dynamite.” Patti, event organiser.
‘‘Your words made new
things possible in
my mind’
Celeste, Audience Feedback.

Deafblindness is a combination of visual and hearing impairment
(dual sensory disability) in a person resulting in difficulty to access
communication and information as well as mobility challenges. This
causes barriers for social inclusion and to participate in community
activities.
Persons who are Deafblind often cannot utilize services available to persons with disabilities.
Residential facilities for persons with disability does not have resources, or have limited
resources to accommodate Deafblind persons and meet the social and community
development needs of them. As such, Deafblind persons are prone to be excluded from
everyday activities in community life. Assistive devices are also far out of the financial reach
of Deafblind persons.
Deafblind persons are hidden in al communities as communities does not want to
display their inability to include Deafblind persons into community activities. The last Stats
collection in 2011 displayed the shocking amount of 920 000 persons in the various degrees
of Deafblindness (combination of sight and hearing loss). Most of these persons are not
accountable for by communities and community development.
Deafblind SA was established on 26 July 1996 as a self-representing and advocating
Organisation of Deafblind persons in South Africa. We are taking this cause seriously to collect
all possible information of the prevalence of Deafblind persons in all Provinces, Regions and
Municipalities. Everywhere you are, you can help Deafblind persons to be included and selfrepresenting. Yes, on every level we need to ensure that “No one is left behind”. It is vital to
get self-representing forums in place and develop self-advocacy skills to persons who are
Deafblind, their family, friends and care givers. This will add the sense of dignity and selfworthiness.
There is also a need for a Development and Rehabilitation Centre with Deafblind as focus
point. Resources and trust development is needed and can no longer be left behind due to the
lack of specific resources that no other Organisation can provide. Your expertise and passion
can contribute to this very important and vital development program.
Deafblind SA is requesting all NPO’S, NGO’S, Special Needs Schools and Institutions
all over South Africa to reach out to the Deafblind constituency and share information
of Deafblind persons to enable Deafblind SA to track the footprint of Deafblind persons.
Please do not do actions for Deafblind persons but rather assist them to take the
action needed in order to self- represent and advocate for their inclusion into society
activities.

Please complete the member/community interested form if you are a:

For more information, or to book Lois:

www.loisstrachan.com

• Deafblind person.
• Family member of a Deafblind person.
• Care giver of a Deafblind person.
• Organisation delivering supportive services to Deafblind people.
• Volunteering in community where Deafblind persons are.
• School or Higher Education Center providing education and training
to Deafblind Persons.
• Old aged or Aftercare Center where there is Deafblind Persons.
• Interested in supporting the Deafblind Constituency with your time and
skills.
• Willing to assist in Fundraising and awareness activities that will
benefit Deafblind persons.
• Want to be a regular donor.

You are welcome to contact Deafblind SA on:
info@deafblindsa.co.za
n.d.a@deafblindsa.co.za
www.awareness@deafblindsa.co.za
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Restoring Dignity for Girl Learners

Tshepiso Mokoena founder of TMFSA (extremem right) with the Dominican School learners.

The National Council of Provinces (NCOP) staff under the leadership of Honourable
Speaker Thandi Ruth Modise, who is the Chairperson of NCOP, contributed towards donating
200 sanitary towels to sixty girls at Dominican School for the Deaf in Wittebome on Mandela
Day.
This project was coordinated by Miss Bandisiwe Cabangana-Mnyanda, an NCOP official
in partnership with the Tshepiso Mokoena Foundation South Africa (TMFSA).
The project idea started in December 2016 when TMFSA (founded by sisters Tshepiso
and Dibabatso) donated 48 sanitary towels and pledged to do so monthly on behalf of schools
for deaf learners.
“Dibabatso came up with this idea for a sanitary pad project across South Africa, mainly
to restore dignity for Deaf girl learners who are disadvantaged in many ways,” said Tshepiso.

Honourable NCOP Chairperson Modise (centre) at the event.

“We are doing a lot of programs for the Deaf community to raise awareness since my
sister and I are CODAs (Children of Deaf Adults) and Dibabatso is now using hearing aids,”
added Tshepiso.
From the donation to 48 girls at Noluthando School for the Deaf and Mary Khin School for
the Deaf, both in Cape Town, the foundation has grown the project and started sanitary drop
boxes in two organisations in Johannesburg. These collections will contribute to an annual
sanitary towels drive, dubbed “Restoring Dignity”, which will be distributed to schools for the
Deaf schools across Gauteng Province from 2018.

Proud recipients of the project

Global Immigration
Recently I’ve been forced to confront a rather uncomfortable truth. While I watch
friends excitedly make plans to build a life in another country, I am faced with the
harsh truth there is no making plans for us. Firstly, it must be said that we are in no
hurry to leave, but if we were what options would be open to us? There aren’t any.
This purely based on disability not a lack of merit.
Many first world countries are better equipped for the disabled and make life more
accessible for those living there but those countries do not encourage disabled people to
immigrate in any way. Having looked at what options are available to us if and when we
should decide to make the move the list is well... short.
When looking at requirements disability is a major red flag not a green one.
It appears that no matter where you live disability is seen as a disadvantage instead of a
differently abled ability.

For donations in cash or in kind, please contact Tshepiso on
www.dibabatso@tmfsa.org or 072 038 3902

View from a reader
Being disabled doesn’t define who you are limits of what you can achieve are often
preconceived. Disabled people do not want to be defined by their appearance but rather by
the skill set they bring. Perhaps countries encouraging immigration should rather make this a
positive part of their evaluation criteria.
So with this in mind, I wish those who emigrate the best of luck. I will endeavour to
live in my country where I’ll do my best to see disability as differently abled, one of the
privileged few who can encourage those in a similar situation - where and whoever they
are to live, to sit up with pride, to make others take note of the difference they make.

#proudlydisabledwhereeveryoulive.
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Mackenzie and Sonjica in action.

A take on
Xenophobia
Story by Vanda Joubert
Touched by the unthinkable acts of xenophobia happening in South Africa, various dance
groups have reached out to each other with the intention of breaking the borders between
their countries, to connect and look at the future together.
The collaboration, Breaking Boarders, starts with the question, “Who am I as an African
person?”

SATMA Nominee advocates for albinism

The project was created in residency at the Dance Space, Johannesburg and is a
collaboration between Unmute Dance Company (Cape Town) and Tumbuka Dance Company
(Harare)
Nadine Mackenzie, an award winning integrated dance teacher, features in this play that
was recently performed in the main event at the National Arts Festival in Grahamstown.
Nadine’s role and interaction in Breaking Boarders is performed excellently so much that
the school kids who watched the show were convinced that she was acting the wheelchair user
part. Her presence adds to the diversity of persons that are affected by acts of xenophobia.
The play uses images of violence from the scenes that happened a couple of years ago
to add to the story. Various newspaper clips form part of the stage décor settings to depict
stories from the period.
A voice note of Nelson Mandala’s speech is used containing his famous words like “…….
peace, change, honesty, humanity - be humble, embrace and realize that violence must end”.
The messages have a huge impact on the whole production.

Andile Ngcobo aka Dj MC Pholobas got a nod from the Zulu King and the first lady, Mrs Sizakele
MaKhumalo-Zuma when he launched Masiqoqane Albinism Foundation in September 2016.
King Zwelithini sent his son, Prince Mbonisi Zulu, to represent the Royal House - adding
weight to the advocacy aspirations of the young visionary.
Prince Mbonisi Zulu said at the time of the launch that “he had been sent by his father,
King Zwelithini, to announce that he was fully behind the foundation. This initiative was very
imperative because it came at the right time when the country was experiencing hatred
towards persons with albinism. The Royal House was prepared to provide the foundation with
all the support and protection needed to stop killings and abuse for all persons with albinism. “
A number of Durban musicians, where Andile is based, also graced the occasion to offer
support to the radio Dj who works with the community radio, Izwi Lo Mzansi.
Andile produces a maskandi show Zidla Ekhaya between 9pm and 11pm and Imvumo
Yakithi, a traditional music show, between 11pm and midnight on Fridays.
His radio work has been noticed by the South African Traditional Music Awards where he
is nominated for Best Community Radio Dj.
Andile has hosted maskandi music festivals, weddings, awards roadshows and speaks
on albinism awareness.
He is a victim that survived after being shot for speaking out and condemning the killings
of persons with albinism in KwaZulu-Natal. Andile mentioned that people with albinism were
at risk of being attacked by people who believe their body parts make good muthi.

BREAKING BORDERS
Cast: Nadine Mackenzie, Rae Classen, Carlton Zhanelo, Stanley Wasili, Alexia Matabo
and Zamakulungisa Sonjica
Choreographers: McIntosh Jerahuni and Yaseen Manuel
Production Manager: Themba Mbuli

Part of the Beyond Boarders crew.

To keep the advocacy voice alive, kindly vote for Andile, see above for info.

Andile Ngcobo in hospital after being deliberately shot.
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The Miracle Coach
By Thuthula Sodumo

Coach Zono with his team
Sipho Zono is a 43-year-old soccer coach from Sutterheim, a small town in the Eastern Cape.
He uses crutches for mobility and his body seems to be locked in certain angles from a
mysterious illness that hit him when he was a teenager.
In 1997 while doing Grade 11, Zono got sick from a mysterious illness. Doctors sent him
from hospital to hospital and, after countless blood tests and X-rays, they still had no idea
what was wrong with him.
“I was in so much pain and I had to walk to and from school. My bones felt like they were
on fire but I didn’t know what was happening,” says Zono. “No-one knew, even the doctors
had a hard time diagnosing. I asked myself a lot of unanswered questions: ‘Why me? What
did I do to anyone to deserve this? They should just let me die.’ I knew that every dream I have
had for myself was now just that… a dream, I wasn’t going to become anything in this life so
I might as well be dead and buried.’’
Zono stayed indoors for three full years, only going out when he needed to use the
bathroom. He was depressed and had given up on life. “I would send my younger brother to
hire some video cassettes for me and watch them the whole day. I guess people heard about
the movies I hired and they would visit me every now and then,” Zono recalls.
“Then it turned into every day and we would watch soccer together. I would comment on
the players’ skills and the team formation and we even made bets on which team would win.
The teams I betted on would always win and the boys slowly trusted my soccer knowledge
skills and learnt to trust my judgement,” he says. “One day I lost a bet and instead of wanting
their money back they said they wanted me to coach them instead. I thought never, they must
be crazy; I am disabled and no longer can play soccer so how on earth am I ever going to be
able to coach them. So I plainly refused.’’
Instead of giving up on him, the boys kept coming back and begging him to come watch
them play, at least.“Bear in mind, it’s been years since I left the house to go anywhere, there

National Women’s month is upon us and Wheelchair Tennis South Africa (WTSA) General
Manager, Karen Losch said the Federation’s efforts to empower young, disabled girls
through the sport in the country remains their priority and is very much ongoing.
Losch said looking back at some of the female athletes who were introduced to
wheelchair tennis and today are among the world’s best, like Kgothatso Montjane, rising
stars Mariska Venter and Nokwanda Hlongwane, amongst others - the sport shaped their
lives and made them strong.
“Wheelchair Tennis has grown tremendously in the country since
its inception in 2005 and saw some of the world’s greatest players like
Kgothatso Montjane making waves across the globe, our rising stars
Mariska Venter, Nokwanda Hlongwane, Asive Gilifile and many more who
have also shown that sport has huge potential to empower women and
girls. So, we continue to work very hard to develop and empower girl-child
in the sport,” said Losch.
“To make a real difference and give the girls the opportunities they
deserve we need to secure a partner to fund additional coaching at the
centres, host local tournaments and give the young girls the taste of
playing on the international circuit,” added Losch.
Kgothatso Montjane, the country’s no.1 ace and ranked 8th
internationally has confronted life’s challenges head on, to stand tall and
be a role model we can all respect and admire. The 31-year-old who

was no way I was going to go out for something I knew I would fail at,” says Zono. “One day
I woke up and decided I was going to watch them play, then, after the match, rush home. I
was nervous and scared; I was scared of what people would say to me and about me. The
judgements and the pity stares. I was ashamed, I don’t know why but I was ashamed of
having a disability as if I had chosen it. I went to the match and instantly remembered how it
felt like to play and I was excited. The vibe was great and I decided right there I was going to
coach them.”
Zono has made a huge difference in the lives of the teenagers in the Mlungisi Township by
creating and coaching two other teams, Power Nations and Young Nations.
“I believe in peace and harmony. When I started these teams, the township was
experiencing a lot of robberies and there was no peace on the streets. Since my involvement
in helping the community, there aren’t many stories of crimes being committed as the people
who were busy being up to no good. Some of them are now my players,” says Zono. “I am
not saying I am a messiah - a lot of people are working tirelessly to keep the peace, but with
sports we have achieved a lot in this community. We invite anyone who is interested in playing
to come. Bored people get up to no good, so sports keeps them busy.”
His team has been on the Amahlathi Local Football Association for fours year. Thulani
Simon, the captain of the team, says,
“I was a troubled man and had no purpose, but ever since I met coach, I know I have
family. He is inspirational. Where have you ever seen a disabled coach before who is so good
at his job? Bafana Bafana would win if they’d hire him.”
Coach Zono says he is inspired by people who never give in and fight for what they
believe in.
“Today I keep thinking about the years I wasted thinking I’d never amount to anything.
Soccer is my life. I am in my element when I coach.”

was born with a congenital birth defect leaving her no alternative but to have her left leg
amputated below the knee recently secured her third Swiss Open title and now holds 39
singles titles and 49 doubles titles.
Other phenomenal women includes former world no.1 junior Mariska Venter, who
scooped two titles earlier this year in Lithuania and recorded her first victory at the Soweto
Open, Nokwanda Hlongwane who made titles last year winning two awards at the Spar
Gsport and named School Sport Athlete of the Year at the Gauteng Sports Awards.
Rising star Asive Gilifile from Eastern Cape, ranked no.1 in the juniors
in South Africa has also made her mark breaking into the top 10 globally
in just a few years in the sport. Other promising role models we believe
will be an inspiration to all women in time to come are Mabel Mankgele,
Nosipho Hlatswayo and Nokanyiso Nyosi.
“So, as we celebrate women this month, we urge all young girls to
stand and partake in a sport. Every time a woman hits a ball, demonstrating
not only physical strength, but also leadership and strategic thinking,
they take a step towards gender equality and we continue to give them
opportunities to excel at a sport. ” added Losch.
For more information please contact:
Anthony Moruthane 082 382 0850 or email pr@tennis.co.za
or please visit: www.tennis.co.za
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Adaptive Action Sports
Are You Up For The Challenge?
Adaptive Action Athletes are innovative and courageous athletes who are constantly
reforming and changing perceptions around disabilities. By finding different ways to adapt
to their circumstances they are able to redefine the word impossible. Action sports require
balance, coordination, and movement as key components for performance. These key
components are particularly challenging for people with disabilities in their everyday life let
alone within the sport. The following four sports have shown great growth over the recent
year in the adaptive arena and may become contenders at the 2024 or 2028 Paralympics.

Surfing - Last year 77 athletes competed in the first ever 2016 Stance ISA World
Adaptive Surfing Championship held in the City of San Diego. This was a monumental
moment for adaptive surfing as it finally opened up the opportunity for disabled surfers to
eventually go pro.There are six categories depending on the athlete’s ability to stand, sit or
lie down, use of muscular strength and their visual abilities. Team South Africa finished in
a very respectable 6th position with a total of 3618 points. Brazil took the gold with USA,
and Chile trailing close behind.
“The event has built upon the platform created in 2015 to launch the sport towards
Paralympic inclusion” said the ISA President, Fernando Aguerre. “However, the Paralympics
are not the final goal, they are the ultimate achievement. The final goal is to spread the joy
of Adaptive Surfing around the globe.”
The next ISA World Adaptive Surfing Championships will be taking place in La Jolla,
California, USA 2017.

Sport Climbing - Adaptive climbing clubs have been gaining lots of interest in

recent years. Disciplines are broken down into divisions for lower- and upper-extremity
amputees - those with neurological/physical disabilities, seated climbers and visually
impaired climbers. Athletes with spinal cord injuries or loss of trunk stability have variations
on a harness system - depending on their level of injury. It is possible to utilize a standard
harness in conjunction with a chest harness. This allows the climber to remain in an upright
posture while climbing.
Seated harness systems are also available, with bigger waist belts and leg loops to help
prevent pressure sores. As the Olympic Committee has officially included sport climbing
as an event for Tokyo 2020, there is hope that Para climbing will be added to the list of
Paralympic sporting codes for the 2024 Games.

Skateboarding

- Guys like Oscar
Loreto are really inspiring the future generation
of adaptive skateboarders as they constantly
redefine and push their boundaries of possibilities
and potential.
Organizations such as Adaptive Action
Sports help give the sport exposure, support
and momentum hopefully more and more
talented athletes will unlock their talent with their
skateboards. Another influential pro-adaptive skateboarder
is Jo Comer, a below knee amputee. He advises anyone who is unsure about beginning
skateboarding should simply go for it.
“You don’t know until you try,” Comer says. “For me it was awesome. The advantage
is you can do it by yourself, and it is what you make of it. You can use your own creativity.”
These sports will continue to grow in participants thanks to the influencers and
organizations taking the first step in setting up adaptive clubs and competitions. If
you don’t live near any adaptive clubs but are interested in joining one, go out and
start your own group or club. It is up to you to use your creativity in finding a way,
take the first step in your community!
By Emily Gray
Amputee Reintegration and Motivation Specialist.
Emily was diagnosed with an osteosarcoma at 11 years old which resulted in her having
her left leg amputated through the hip. She then went on to represent South Africa at 3
Paralympic Games. She now helps amputees and cancer patients reintegrate back into
society by looking at their physical and mental wellbeing.

Kitesurfing - This fast pace low impact sport shows no signs of slowing down.
Kitesurfing is especially great for spinal cord injuries or CP as it activates core strength
while working neurological pathways needed for coordination. As it is a relatively low
impact but fast paced exciting sport it will soon capture interest around the world. Markus
Pfisterer, a kite surfer from Switzerland displays brilliant balance and skills as he rides
waves and catches air with his makeshift chair-board.

Cheruto, Agufana Anouk set for Africa tourney in Morocco
By WILLIAM NJUGUNA, The Star, Kenya
Kenya will be represented by Cynthia Cheruto, Nicole Agufana and Anouk Vandevelde in the
Africa Team Cup tennis Under-12 tournament slated for October in Morocco.
The trio, who are coached by Veronica Osogo, will face top players from Egypt, Algeria,
Tunisia, Rwanda, Zimbabwe, South Africa and hosts Morocco among other countries. Osogo
is confident the trio can make it to the knockout rounds of the tournament against top quality
opposition from the continent.
“The girls are training hard and are focused on having a good run at the tournament. The
performance of our team in the last few tournaments has been improving and we expect this
trend to continue,” added Osogo.
The team has been training at the Nairobi Club for the continental show. Agufana will
warm up for the Morocco show by taking part in the ITF/CAT tennis Championship in Tabarka,
Tunisia from September 3 and Osogo said the event will aid her push before the main event
in Morocco alongside Alice Owegi. Agufana will test herself against good quality opponents in
Tunisia and I expect her to be in good condition by the time the Morocco event starts,” added
Osogo.
Osogo observed that the team may have to travel early to Morocco to acclimatise to the
hot conditions.
“We may have to be there five days before the tournaments starts to prepare adequately
and get used to the current hot conditions in Morocco,” added Osogo.

Please send your stories, articles of interest along with a photogrpah or two and you could be in our next issue.
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